Dynamic analysis of the structure and function of sarcomeres.
We attempted to analyze the relationships between the steric structure of the sarcomere and its physiological functions by the use of a sarcomere model of muscle contraction, which includes the geometric arrangement of the thick and thin filaments of the sarcomere, as well as of the cross-bridges and actin sites. Motions of both cross-bridges and myofilaments were considered in terms of our three-state model of the elementary cycle under constraints caused by the steric structure of the sarcomere proposed by Huxley and Brown. Each cross-bridge moves in a molecular potential of our three-state model under the influence of the sliding motions of myofilaments. The sarcomere model described well the tension-velocity relation and isotonic transient processes quantitatively and consistently. In addition, it allowed independence of the no-load shortening velocity upon the overlap of the thick and thin filaments, although the motions of cross-bridges were not independent. Effects of the helical periodicities of the thick and thin filaments and of the number of cross-bridges upon muscle contraction were studied, and the conditions for smooth and efficient contraction of muscle were obtained.